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HumanE AI Net Consortium warrant that the information contained in this document 
is suitable for use, nor that the use of the information is free from risk, and accepts no 
liability for loss or damage suffered by any person using this information. 

This document reflects only the authors’ view. The European Community is not liable 
for any use that may be made of the information contained herein. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Virtual Lab is part of the European AI on Demand (AIoD) Platform based on the 
AI4EU Experiments subsystem and provides the following main features to the AI 
community: 

 Catalog of re-usable AI resources with clear license information (open source 
or proprietary) 

 Visual Editor to easily create AI pipelines from the building blocks in the 
catalog 

 Deployment of pipelines and single models to an execution environment 
 Rating and commenting of the resources by the users 
 Work in mixed teams on models and solutions (also privately) 

The foundation for the flexible combination of AI resources are the packaging format 
and the communication framework, which are both based on proven open source 
technologies and programming language agnostic. The Virtual Lab (AI4EU 
Experiments) is developed in an open, distributed development process, where 
anybody can contribute.  
The contributions from HumanE-AI-Net to the Virtual Lab are as follows: 

1. The Jupyter-Connect-Feature for easy interactive exploration of AI-Modules in 
the catalog (“One-click-deploy”) 

2. Definition of a dataformat to model pipeline execution runs as well as metrics 
of a pipeline run. 

3. Extension of the AI Playground to actually capture those data of an execution 
run 

4. Extension of the Catalog to manage challenges, including a Leaderboard 
5. Extension of the Catalog to receive, save and compare execution runs  

 
This approach and datastructure will not only allow to support benchmarking and 
challenges, but in the future also reproducibility and certification.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

AI4EU Experiments is based on the open source Eclipse Graphene project hosted by 
the Eclipse Foundation.  

AI4EU Experiments (and hence the Virtual Lab) is a customized version of Acumos. 
The main entry point is of course the catalog (or marketplace) of AI building blocks: 

 

 

The visual pipeline editor makes it possible to create AI pipelines from the models 
and datasets (the re-usable building blocks) from the catalog: 

 

The editor supports the user by checking the connectivity of the models and ensures 
that only matching services are connected. 
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Graphene itself is based on a clean and easy to extend microservices architecture, 
but it is important to understand that Graphene is NOT an execution environment: 

 

The target execution environment is Kubernetes, which can be either a hosted 
system or a local system operated by the user's organisation. The AIoD Platform 
provides an execution environment for free with limited resources called the AI 
Playground. In the picture below we see the details of one of the deployed pipelines. 
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2. CONTAINER SPECIFICATION 
The container specification is the foundation for the interoperability of the building 
blocks and has the following properties: 

 Based on free and open source technologies 
 Docker containers 
 programming language and tool agnostic 
 public interface as protobuf definition 
 simple and clear interface specification 
 gRPC communication 
 efficient and standardized communication 
 code generators available for many programming languages 
 makes automatic generation of artefacts possible 

https://github.com/ai4eu/tutorials/tree/master/Container_Specification 
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3. PIPELINE EXAMPLES 
Here are examples of audiopipelines built from matching building blocks which 
demonstrates the level of re-usability: 

and here with TopicExtraction added: 

 

 

For a training pipeline, specific nodes are needed to manage the training and the 
model of course needs to provide the corresponding training interface. Optionally, 
diagnostic nodes like a Tensorboard can be connected.   

 

If the user wants to work interactively with a given model, there is an automated 
"Jupyter Connect" deployment, that will implicitly create a pipeline like this: 
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Here is the workflow to use this Feature: 

 Choose single model from Catalog 

 Click on Deploy for execution: 

 Playground or generic Kubernetes 

 The Virtual Lab creates all necessary plumbing: 

 Jupyter Container 

 Shared Folder 

 Communication stubs based on gRPC code generation 

 ready to use notebook 

 

There is a video tutorial available that demonstrates the Jupyter-Connect use case: 
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Jupyter Connect Video Tutorial 
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4. USE CASES FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION  
 

There have been several areas of use cases identified where the Jupyter-Connect-
Feature can help to support the goals of HumanE-AI-Net. 

THE EXPLORATION USE CASE 
 to quickly checkout a model 

 choose model and deploy with one click as jupyter connect 

 check web-ui (if available) 

 explore model using the jupyter notebook via the generated grpc stubs 

 download notebook for later use 

THE TRAINING USE CASE 
 The model needs to expose a training method in protobuf 

 Load training data into the shared folder using the notebook 

 start training via grpc stubs from notebook 

 watch, explore and analyze the results 

 download trained model for further use 

EDUCATION USE CASE 1: TEACHING 
 The Lecturer chooses AI models from the catalog 

 Deploys them for execution as jupyter connect 

 Live demo and interaction during the lecture 

 Save notebooks for later distribution among students 

EDUCATION USE CASE 2: STUDENT LAB 
 The instructor chooses AI tools from the catalog 

 Each student deploys the model as jupyter connect 

 Each student has now a personal environment 

 The tasks are prepared in the jupyter notebooks 

 Each student can work on the tasks and submit the notebook to the instructor 

CERTIFICATION USE CASE 
 Deploy model to certify 

 Do certification steps in Jupyter Notebook 

 Save and digitally sign the notebook  

 Result is a reproducible protocol of the certification 
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5. THE EXECUTION-RUN DATA STRUCTURE 
 

The execution-run.json is an extension of the blueprint.json which represents the 
pipeline topology and is the basis for deployments. It contains the nodes of a 
pipeline, the corresponding references to the docker images and the edges, which 
represent service calls between nodes. Let’s have a look at this two-node-pipeline: 

 

It has this corresponding blueprint.json: 

 

{ 
    "probeIndicator": [ 
        { 
            "value": "false" 
        } 
    ], 
    "nodes": [ 
        { 
            "proto_uri": "org/acumos/6a69881f-918f-4f64-a5a3-
d0e8c9db9bf5/hppdatabroker/1.0.0/hppdatabroker-1.0.0.proto", 
            "image": "cicd.ai4eu-
dev.eu:7444/tutorials/house_price_prediction/hpp_databroker:v1", 
            "node_type": "MLModel", 
            "container_name": "hppdatabroker1", 
            "operation_signature_list": [ 
                { 
                    "connected_to": [ 
                        { 
                            "container_name": "hppmodel1", 
                            "operation_signature": { 
                                "operation_name": 
"predict_sale_price" 
                            } 
                        } 
                    ], 
                    "operation_signature": { 
                        "operation_name": "hppdatabroker", 
                        "output_message_name": "Features", 
                        "input_message_name": "Empty", 
                        "output_message_stream": false, 
                        "input_message_stream": false 
                    } 
                } 
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            ], 
            "checksum": "docker-pullable://cicd.ai4eu-
dev.eu:7444/tutorials/house_price_prediction/hpp_databroker@sha256:6d
8c5f203a4bcc8a794b54d82a7428b36ffeb9f53b164968f576442e2bdde89f" 
        }, 
        { 
            "proto_uri": "org/acumos/81c8b420-98ba-48ed-a110-
dd7d386f3d87/hppmodel/1.0.0/hppmodel-1.0.0.proto", 
            "image": "cicd.ai4eu-
dev.eu:7444/tutorials/house_price_prediction/hpp_predictor:v1", 
            "node_type": "MLModel", 
            "container_name": "hppmodel1", 
            "operation_signature_list": [ 
                { 
                    "connected_to": [], 
                    "operation_signature": { 
                        "operation_name": "predict_sale_price", 
                        "output_message_name": "Prediction", 
                        "input_message_name": "Features", 
                        "output_message_stream": false, 
                        "input_message_stream": false 
                    } 
                } 
            ], 
            "checksum": "docker-pullable://cicd.ai4eu-
dev.eu:7444/tutorials/house_price_prediction/hpp_predictor@sha256:c81
afacc482a0e92afabeefb4c94e64fda90f269f9fdae6b0ad764edb752daf4" 
        } 
    ], 
    "name": "hppsolution", 
    "version": "1", 
    "input_ports": [], 
} 
 
The Graphene Deployment Service creates the necessary Kubernetes config files 
which can then be applied in the execution environment, notably the AI Playground. 
After completing the execution of the pipeline, the “Run”, an extended version of the 
blueprint.json is written by the playground-app. The execution-run.json contains then 
additional information about the execution like the system-info and different types of 
metrics. Here is an example of the execution-run.json, the added objects are 
highlighted in light-blue: 

{ 
    "probeIndicator": [ 
        { 
            "value": "false" 
        } 
    ], 
    "nodes": [ 
        { 
            "proto_uri": "org/acumos/6a69881f-918f-4f64-a5a3-
d0e8c9db9bf5/hppdatabroker/1.0.0/hppdatabroker-1.0.0.proto", 
            "image": "cicd.ai4eu-
dev.eu:7444/tutorials/house_price_prediction/hpp_databroker:v1", 
            "node_type": "MLModel", 
            "container_name": "hppdatabroker1", 
            "operation_signature_list": [ 
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                { 
                    "connected_to": [ 
                        { 
                            "container_name": "hppmodel1", 
                            "operation_signature": { 
                                "operation_name": 
"predict_sale_price" 
                            } 
                        } 
                    ], 
                    "operation_signature": { 
                        "operation_name": "hppdatabroker", 
                        "output_message_name": "Features", 
                        "input_message_name": "Empty", 
                        "output_message_stream": false, 
                        "input_message_stream": false 
                    } 
                } 
            ], 
            "checksum": "docker-pullable://cicd.ai4eu-
dev.eu:7444/tutorials/house_price_prediction/hpp_databroker@sha256:6d
8c5f203a4bcc8a794b54d82a7428b36ffeb9f53b164968f576442e2bdde89f", 
            "dataset_features": { 
                "type": "aiod-dataset/v1", 
                "datasetname": "The Reuters Dataset", 
                "description": 
"http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/README.txt", 
                "size": "4MB", 
                "DOI_ID": "Not available" 
            } 
        }, 
        { 
            "proto_uri": "org/acumos/81c8b420-98ba-48ed-a110-
dd7d386f3d87/hppmodel/1.0.0/hppmodel-1.0.0.proto", 
            "image": "cicd.ai4eu-
dev.eu:7444/tutorials/house_price_prediction/hpp_predictor:v1", 
            "node_type": "MLModel", 
            "container_name": "hppmodel1", 
            "operation_signature_list": [ 
                { 
                    "connected_to": [], 
                    "operation_signature": { 
                        "operation_name": "predict_sale_price", 
                        "output_message_name": "Prediction", 
                        "input_message_name": "Features", 
                        "output_message_stream": false, 
                        "input_message_stream": false 
                    } 
                } 
            ], 
            "checksum": "docker-pullable://cicd.ai4eu-
dev.eu:7444/tutorials/house_price_prediction/hpp_predictor@sha256:c81
afacc482a0e92afabeefb4c94e64fda90f269f9fdae6b0ad764edb752daf4", 
            "metrics": { 
                "type": "classification-metrics/v1", 
                "date_time": "2023-09-07 07:28:51", 
                "accuracy": 0.921697199344635, 
                "validation_loss": 0.9244863986968994, 
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                "status_text": "success" 
            } 
 
        } 
    ], 
    "name": "hppsolution", 
    "version": "1", 
    "input_ports": [], 
    "running_time": "345s", 
    "system_info": { 
        "system_name": "mwtest", 
        "fqdn": "202.61.249.225", 
        "cpu": "10", 
        "gpu": "", 
        "memory": "65851412Ki" 
    } 
} 
 

The added checksum property will help to ensure reproducibility because it uniquely 
identifies the docker image that has been used in the run and can easily compared to 
other similar runs. 

Different types of metrics are supported that depend on the type of AI model. 
Classification models have different metrics than Knowledge-Graphs or OCR. 

EXTENSION OF THE CONTAINER SPECIFICATION 
 

In order for the execution metadata capture to work, the execution environment 
needs to be able to somehow read the AI module specific metadata like dataset-
features and metrics. This is done by scanning the logs of the containers for 
metakeys: 

Leveraging Databroker for enhanced metadata with dataset's attributes 

The dataset features can be incorporated into the Databroker. The information about 
the dataset type, dataset name, associated description, size, DOI ID, etc., may be 
found in the logs generated out of this node. 

When the Pipeline is launched, these initial logs are recorded. The implemented 
method reads and finds the logs with the meta key - dataset_features. The extracted 
logs are then added to the metadata file (execution_run.json ) as a Python dictionary. 

A sample representation of the logs for the news_training Pipeline is as follows, 

INFO:root:{'dataset_features': {'type': 'aiod-dataset/v1(TensorFlow 
Dataset(tfds)','datasetname': 'The Reuters Dataset', 'description': 
'http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/README.txt', 'size': 
'4MB', 'DOI_ID': 'Not available'}} 
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Metrics aggregation 

We can determine information about the model's performance by using a variety of 
metrics, including classification, regression, clustering, anomaly detection, ranking, 
GNN-specific, custom metrics, etc. Obtaining and updating these metrics in the 
metadata is paramount to understanding the need to fine-tune the model or improve 
the outcomes. As a result, by including the metrics from the nodes/containers they are 
contained in, the created metadata file, execution-run.json, may be constructed more 
concisely. 

The model provider should ensure the following additions in order to accomplish the 
acquisition of the metrics, 

1. Have message fields for the metrics defined in the protobuf definitions. 
2. Adding an initialization flag (has_metrics = True) indicating the presence 

of metrics in the particular node/module and logging a message 
(logging.info('MetricsAvailable')) accordingly. In doing so, we only 
output a list of nodes containing the metrics when the Pipeline is launched. 

3. Have the metrics collected and updated after the training process. For this 
purpose, a gRPC routine/method, get_metrics_metadata(self, request, 
context), is subsequently called after the training process concludes. 

4. The Python logging should be enabled in order to see all the logs that are 
obtained. 

Please refer to the Additional Information section to further comprehend the topics 
mentioned above. 

Enhancing the playground-app repository with metadata functionality 

When the Pipeline is started, the initial logs indicated in 2. are captured, allowing 
merely the nodes with metrics to be retrieved. When the Pipeline is executed, these 
nodes are further checked for metakey - metrics. Typically, these log entries will be at 
the end. A Python dictionary containing the retrieved logs is then appended to the 
metadata file (execution_run.json). 

A sample representation of the metrics logs for the news_training pipeline is as 
follows, 

INFO:root:{'metrics': {'date_time': '2023-09-15 08:17:22', 'type': 
'classificationMetrics/v1', 'accuracy': 0.9247897267341614, 
'validation_loss': 0.9067514538764954, 'status_text': 'success'}} 

Note : Another field in the metadata is 'type,' which represents the model's metrics 
type. This field is critical not only for model evaluation but also for the model's 
performance to the precise goals and requirements of the application. Adding this 
feature allows one to group the metrics into a primary group or sub-group of metrics 
indicating the training and testing phases.  
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A sample further extension of the metadata is as shown below, 

{ 
    "metrics": [ 
        { 
            "type": "classification-training-metrics/v1", 
            "date_time": "2023-09-07 07:28:51", 
            "accuracy": 0.9216, 
            "validation_loss": 0.9244, 
            "status_text": "success" 
        }, 
        { 
            "type": "classification-testing-metrics/v1", 
            "date_time": "2023-09-07 07:28:51", 
            "F1 Score": 0.85, 
            "Specificity": 0.90, 
            "ROC-AUC": 0.92, 
            "status_text": "success" 
        } 
    ] 
} 

LEVERAGING THE EXECUTION-RUN METADATA 
After the execution of a pipeline is completed, the user can view or download the 
execution-run metadata for further examination or for reference. 

In case the execution generated satisfactory results, the user can decide to send the 
execution-metadata back to the catalog so that it can be associated with the AI 
model and can be further used for comparison, benchmarking and ranking in 
challenges. It will show up in the “Model Artifacts” panel on the model details page.  
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6. THE CHALLENGES CONCEPT 
 
The remaining time of the project will be used to implement the challenges feature in 
the catalog, for which we already have a concept that will be described in the 
following sections. 
 
First of all, the overall “catalog” is actually an aggregate view of several sub-catalogs 
and each sub-catalog has an access-type and contains a distinct set of models (= AI 
Modules): 
 

 A challenge is basically a special kind of catalog in the sense that it has an special 
view called “Leaderboard” where the entries are ordered by the metrics of execution-
runs, best models first. 
 
So, to start a new challenge, the challenge owner has to create a new catalog of type 
“Challenge” for it: 
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   The challenge participants can then do the regular Onboarding of their AI-Modules  
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To actually take part in the challenge, the model must be published to the challenge 
catalog, in this example it would be the Classification Challenge Catalog: 
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Publication is a two-step process: in the first step, the user submits the module for 
publication and in the second step, a reviewer must approve the publication. 

Finally, the participant must create a pipeline that connects their model with the 
Challenge input data (a “Databroker”) and maybe add other necessary AI-Modules. A 
minimal pipeline looks like the one at the beginning of chapter 5 with just two 
connected nodes. 

RANKING, BENCHMARKING AND LEADERBOARD 
 
Now everything is prepared to associate execution-runs with the AI-Module 
competing in the challenge. For that, the participant deploys the pipeline to an 
execution environment, for example the AI Playground and start a pipeline run. When 
a satisfactory result is achieved, the user can send the execution-run metadata back 
to the catalog. Based on this metadata, comparisons like benchmarking and ranking 
can be done. 
 
So, based on the collected metrics, the AI-Module is ranked against the other 
submissions in the Challenge catalog and put in the right place on the Leaderboard: 
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